Notes of Jan. 4 AM

J dates 184J-18&J
c6ncentrate
1914-1924
1953-1957
breaktnr6ugh
~a it Marxist-Humanism
The greatness of each with Hegel and where they stopped
~ 2 ways in which Lenin stops
1. when he dismisses last
kal
half paragraph. The reason it is impotant is that we can

point to it.

When the particular historic barrier has bean

transended and when new buds hage sprung from below
But not limited in time and space.

The tact that I can

show it as a trail to the 1980s
Retrogression was to P
full for us,

we need a word as meaning-

Do we have to wait for such a force on American

scene and would it run for us.

------------------------------

I would want to consider the current scene 1953-57 but

what wasdiecovered anew in trail from Marx.
continuity and diacontinuity -- aome people want to make it
Marx throwing out earlier work.
Man/woman--Marx was not a feminist
We have got to go to philosophy all oer again.
~

\

3 things of the new

1. When you

don•t~atoh

'

concretely eaoh new in change of

objective situation, in otherward it you'have aktpped
atate•capitalism••there is no way~to

~ranaaend

cm•t tranacent afteryou catch it.

~ecuase

it,

You

even if you
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you can gat to revolution without philoaophy.
there had to be a break,

.· ..
It meant

J momenta in Marx
4J-47
SO --when revolutions failed
57-58-return to Hegel, but this time not
just essence vs. appearance, but what did negation of the
negation mean for your age, or what did your age discover,
like

~

and Mathematical Notebooks, that you leave as

marginal notes

-----------------Ourselves-

before and after M!E
before and after ~
before and after RLW!iKM
and what is reaching for the future?

The question of the new book,
You have to begin where you will and, but the end has to
show that the beginning lead to it, which would be
economic situation.

Maybe we would start on nucear threat

all the unaccounted fer in the classes which

Classes

'

shows philosophy is still missing
1st class

inadequacy in viesicitudes of

state-capitalia~

and the philosophic of PBLa is compltkely left out
2nd class Black consclousnass--why does is start in '751
and~

why "is 40s missing add.the various

~odfarenoes

such as Black?red

16490

